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Second day of a boring train journey and the train was slowing down. Looking
through the window, a name board painted in black on an yellow base struck in his
vision. It read Jolarpetta&#x2026; he was looking out for quite some time. He felt
nostalgic and sat back. The sun was setting in the distant horizon and it gave a
picturesque look to the somewhat lonely platform. He leaned forward and kept his
head on the iron railing and he felt the pungent smell of rested iron. The mind was
dwelling back to the past- the mind a pendulum moving back and forth, a definition
which satisfied him for the time being.
His first assignment was in Tamilnadu and an unmarried youth reaching Jolarpetta
Post Office after serving in two other small towns in the State. Let the pendulum do
the rest taking us back and forth. It was 1965-1967 period and the handsome
Malayalee joins at Jolarpetta Post Office. Colleagues get him an outhouse of a small
house ready and life moves on smoothly. Let a mixed boggy of truth and myth open
up.
Post Office is two kilometers away from Jolarpetta railway station and the routines
picked up. One day while puffing a panama cigarette after lunch she made her
appearance and asked briskly- Do I have a lakkott ? a local word standing for a letterlet us address the girl enquiring for letter as SHE. She knows Malayalam little bit and
she is enquiring for a letter from her brother who is a BSF Jawan in the North East.
He lifted his face and looked at her. Do I have a letter? She repeated the question.
Letters will be delivered at the respective address , that is what he wanted to say but
said differently. Address? She told the address and he noted her name- Lalitha .
While handing over the letter he observed with curiosity the blue vain which is
protruding in her forehand. That was the first identity and thereafter the regular
enquiries on letters developed into acquaintance. She is the only daughter of
Jolarpetta station master and one day she introduced him to her father. A simple
Tamil family man. Friendship developed and he was eagerly waiting for her visits and
had started liking her presence and conversation. Habitual oscillation of the mind
would have started at that period. While he winds up the days work on Saturdays she
made it a point to accompany him and there were no dearth for topics to pick up a
conversation for both. Time passed on and the friendship was developing further and
one day she asked. Who are all there in your house? Father, mother and a brother-he
replied. Why are you not getting married? Queries went on and she used to
accompany him till Ponnusamy&#x2019;s tea stall and they part way there some
times over a cup of tea.
One such day suddenly she said if this goes on like this then people will start
commenting on it. What will they say ,he asked. About the cross border love-she
coolly replied. Well, let them say, he reacted. Now tell me what is in your mind, tell
me honestly she told. Yes, he honestly opened up his mind and told that he likes her
and still he remembers the waves of happiness flickered in her eyes.
Time runs so quickly and the consensus of minds was short lived as he opened his

father&#x2019;s letter. He is selected for Civil Service and has to reach Dehradun
for six month&#x2019;s training. No second thought-While closing and addressing the
resignation letter addressed to the Post Master, he heard her voice- Oh Malayalee is
there a letter for me.
While waving her at Jolarpetta railway station telling that he is on leave for some days
his conscience was murmuring to the self - that a new chapter of treachery is being
opened up.
Pulling the chain of memory track,the train whistled and move on.Half a century fritted
away in between rhythmic movement of the bogie and his memories.He looked out
and watched the black letters written on an yellow base till it blurred and disappeared
from his sight.Now he cannot read it but the mind fixed it as JOLARPETTA.
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